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ABSTRACT
Presented in this paper is a dispatching rule to achieve the on-time delivery and throughput for a
semiconductor wafer fabrication (FAB) with dedication constraint. It is necessary to improve throughput
of production system as well as on-time delivery to make semiconductor companies more competitive. To
be successful in the globalized competition, most of the companies have applied a concept of the
production target which is defined as the quantity of production to be achieved for each day. Also, it is
necessary to consider natural bias that significantly affects the alignment of patterns between different
photolithography steps. As the natural bias has a negative effect on the quality and yield of products, most
manufacturers have applied dedication constraint. If the dedication constraint is no managed properly, it
may decrease the utilization of the photo machines related to the performance of wafer FAB.
To overcome the problem, we propose the two boundary based dispatching rule considering the
dedication constraint. The simulation model based on MIMAC6 was developed to prove the performance
of this proposed dispatching rule, and conducted a simulation by using MOZART®. The simulation
results clearly show the advantages of the proposed dispatching rule over the other dispatching rules.
1

INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor wafer fabrication (FAB) is one of the most complex manufacturing processes in the world,
because of its the reentrant processing flow, random yields and rework, complex product flows, timecritical operations, rapidly changing products and technologies (Jerald et al. 2002; Lawrence et al. 1988).
As a result, it is difficult to manually control and manage semiconductor wafer FAB in an optimum
manner (Subhash and Sameer 2001; Lee 2001). To be successful in the globalized competition,
semiconductor manufacturers have to offer high-quality, high amount of production, on-time delivery to
their customers. To maximize these objectives, the most semiconductor manufacturers have applied the
concept of production target which is the amount of production to certainly be achieved for each day. As
determine the production target, it can be estimated using the wafer due date information of orders based
on backward planning, i.e. delivery date promised of products (Lee et al. 2008).
To improve the performance of wafer FAB, the dispatching decision is very important because it
could significantly affect the result of on-time delivery and throughput. Thus, dispatching decisions for
wafer FAB have been studied extensively in the literature. Most studies have aimed to develop
dispatching rules to reduce cycle time and increase throughput (Lu et al. 1994; Li et al. 1996; Yoon and
Lee 2000). Some have intended to reduce the tardiness (Lu and Kumar 1991; Kim et al. 2001), while
others have aimed to improve on-time delivery, in addition to an improvement in cycle time and
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throughput (Kim et al. 1998; Lee et al. 2002; Dabbas and Fowler 2003). Yet most previous studies have
assumed that there is no dedication constraint for a photolithography (photo) machine.
In modern FAB, semiconductor manufacturing processes consist of hundreds of steps such as etching,
diffusion, ion implantation, and photo. Among these various steps, the photo step is usually considered as
the bottleneck step because of the expensive photo machine (Chung et al. 2016). Therefore, the
performance of photo machines determines the performance of a FAB related to on-time delivery and
throughput, and thus it is necessary to maintain full utilization of photo machines (Sha et al. 2006). To
Maximize the utilization of photo machines, it is necessary to consider natural bias that significantly
affects the alignment of patterns between different photo steps (Pham, H. N. A. et al. 2008). The natural
bias has a negative effect on the quality and yield of products. Most manufacturers have applied
dedication constraint to overcome this problem. If the constraint is not managed properly, it may decrease
the utilization of the photo machines.
As dedication constraint is strongly related to the utilization of a photo machines, various studies have
been conducted on wafer FAB scheduling with dedication constraint. These studies can be classified by
two approaches to achieve high utilization of photo machines (Chung et al. 2016). Studies belong to the
first approach were focused on assigning of each lot for photo machines at the first photo step. Kidambi
developed a methodology based on the combination of earliest start date rule and least lots ahead rule to
allocate lots in the first photo step. (Kidambi 2001). Shr et al. proposed a heuristic scheduling approach
for achieving load balancing among identical photo machines (Shr et al. 2006; Shr et al. 2008). Pham et al.
presented an integer linear program based framework to solve lot assignment problems with respect to
dedication constraint (Pham et al. 2008). Klemmt and Weigert proposed a simulation based optimization
approach for parallel machine problems with dedication constraint (Klemmt and Weigert 2011). But,
other studies were focused on controlling the flow of dedicated lots regarding the second approach. Wu et
al. introduced a different approach to prevent the problems that may be caused by dedication constraint.
They developed a release policy and dispatching rules to prevent load unbalance in conjunction with
work-in-process (WIP) starvation of photo machines with dedication constraint (Wu et al. 2006; Wu et al.
2008(a); Wu et al. 2008(b)). Although there have been various studies on the subject of dedication
constraint, the FAB still has significant challenges in achieving high utilization of photo machines.
Although it is possible to produce wafer lots as much as the production target, it may cause a
tardiness of wafer lots unless dedication constraint of photo machines is not managed properly. Most of
previous studies have been designed to achieve maximal productivity, rather than to assign the
appropriate wafer lots to be processed with dedication constraint.
This research focuses on both the first approach regarding assignment of lots and second approach
regarding controlling the flow of dedicated lots considering the production target. To assign the
appropriate wafer lots, we use a concept of dedication load, which is defined as the sum of the workload
for lots dedicated to each photo machine (Chung et al. 2016). To control the flow of dedicated lots, we
estimate the achievement rate of production target, which is defined as how much wafer lots are produced
against production target for each step. By using the dedication load and the production target, we
proposes a dispatching rule to improve on-time delivery rate and throughput with dedication constraint.
To perform the simulation, the commercial software MOZART® developed by VMS solutions was
employed. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a detailed explanation
for two boundary dispatching rule. The experimental results for proposed dispatching rule are analyzed in
Section 3. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.
2

TWO BOUNDARY BASED DISPATCHING RULE

This section explains the two boundary based dispatching rule that is designed to maximize the on-time
delivery and throughput for products in wafer FAB. We refer the interested reader to (Chung et al. 2016)
for details. Considering a concept of dedication load in that research attribute gives rise to the possibility
of increasing the utilization of the photo machines. As mentioned above, high utilization of photo
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machines has a positive effect on the performance of wafer FAB such as on-time delivery and throughput.
Therefore, this paper develops a method that adapts a concept of dedication load to deal with work load
balance of identical photo machines for maintaining the high utilization.
To apply the dedication load to proposed dispatching rule, we noticed that photo steps can be
classified into two types: 1) dedication mark step and 2) dedication step. Dedication mark step includes
only the first photo step of each process. The dedication step includes all photo steps except for the first
photo step. We can calculate the dedication load for each photo machine to determining type of photo step
(dedication mark step or dedication step) where a lot will be processed.
To satisfying the requirement of customers, it is necessary to improve the productivity and on-time
delivery. This paper suggests calculating the achievement rate of production target for each product in
order to control the flow of dedicated lots, whenever a machine becomes available. The achievement rate
of production target indicates how much wafer lots are produced against production target for each step.

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed dispatching rule.
The main algorithm is presented first, and additional explanations are then provided. As shown in
Figure 1, the main algorithm consists of three main stages. 1) determine a type of photo step based on
dedication load, 2) determine a step having the lowest achievement of production target, 3) determination
of lot to be processed next based on conventional dispatching rule. Although there are three main stages,
this paper focuses on the first two stages. Before explaining the proposed dispatching rule, it is necessary
to define several terms as follows.






Mk: kth photo machine.
Md: a photo machine that becomes available at current time.
D-lotsk: lots available for dispatching of Mk at current time.
Workload(i, Mk): the workload of Mk for lot i at current time.
DLk: the dedication load of MK at current time.

For the Load balance algorithm, an algorithm was used to determine the type of photo step to process
calculating the dedication load of photo machines. To calculate the dedication and determine the type of
photo step, we used an algorithm in the previous research as follows.
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 Load balance algorithm:
Step 1) DLavg = calculate the average of dedication loads for identical photo machines;
Step 2) If(DLd < DLavg)
dedicType = dedication mark type;
Else
dedicType = dedication type;
Step 3) corr-lots = find lots at steps corresponding to dedicType;
Step 4) If(corr-lots is null)
return D-lotsk;
Else
Return corr-lots;
If the dedication load of photo machines is not managed properly, it may cause load unbalance of the
photo machines. To manage balancing of workload of the photo machines, it is important to control the
dedication load of photo machines similar to the average dedication loads for identical photo machines. If
DLd was lower than DLavg, the dispatching rule has to return lots at the dedication mark step. Because
dedication load of a photo machine increases in when it processes a lot at the dedication mark step. On the
contrary, lots are returned at the dedication step when DLd was higher than DLavg. Determining the type of
photo step, the dedication loads of all photo machines are managed properly to avoid idle of the photo
machines. As the Load balance algorithm determined the type of photo steps without considering lots for
dispatching, it was necessary to check whether there existed a lot that could be processed. If there are no
any lots determined the algorithm at the dedication mark step, then it is necessary to select lots at the
dedication steps to prevent from idle of the photo machines. For the Due date control algorithm, we
define several terms as follows:
 Stepj: jth step corresponding to lots available for dispatching except for dedication mark step
 Actualj: the throughput of stepj until current time.
 Targetj: the production target during a day at stepj
 Due date control algorithm:
Step 1) ARj = calculate the achievement rate of production target for each step;
𝐴𝑅𝑗 =

𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑗
𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑗

;

Step 2) L-stepj = find step corresponding to the lowest achievement rate among ARj;
Step 3) corr-lots = find lots corresponding to L-stepj;
Step 4) Return corr-lots;
In the second stage, the Due date control algorithm used an dispatching rule to determine a step
estimated the lowest achievement of production target. First, it is necessary to calculate the production
target for the products. Production target means the amount of production to be achieved for each day.
We use pegging to calculate the production target. Pegging is defined as the process of assigning wafer
lots to orders, and it is very essential to meet customers’ demands in terms of throughput and due dates in
a wafer FAB. It determines the production target for each step. When a machine (photo machine or nonphoto machine) becomes available to dispatch a new lot, the algorithm calculate the achievement rate of
production target for each lot at all steps determined by previous stage. Among these steps, the algorithm
determines a step in which the achievement rate of production target is the lowest. Assuming the
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algorithm considered the lowest rate, this means that it forced lots which has to be produced to processed
next. If the achievement of production rate is tie, the lots corresponding to steps is determined next stage.
In the final stage, it is essential to determine a lot to be processed next based on the lots determined in
the previous stage. To determine a lot to be processed next, we employed a conventional dispatching rule
that considered the required objective as mentioned above. In this paper, proposed dispatching rule apply
the operation due date (ODD) dispatching rule to achieve on-time delivery and throughput.
3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To conduct the simulation experimentation, we employed the wafer FAB dataset MIMAC6 from
Measurement and Improvement of Manufacturing Capacities (MIMAC) (Fowler and Robinson 1995). As
a reference model, we modified the MIMAC dataset to construct a modern FAB model. Because the
MIMAC dataset was developed a few decades ago, it is necessary to consider capacity, type of machines
and quantity demand as a common example such as dedication constraint.
In this paper, we employ the MOZART® engine developed by VMS solutions (Ko et al. 2013). Based
on master plan (MP) and current WIP, MOZART® generates loading schedule of each tool and
production plan using dispatching rule required objectives. To compare the performance of the proposed
dispatching rule, it is necessary to design simulation experiments by using the ODD dispatching rule.
ODD is calculated in the following way : 𝑂𝐷𝐷 = 𝐷𝑢𝑒 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑃𝑇 ∗ 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 where
RPT is the raw processing time of the lot. Flow factor is defined as the target cycle times divided by the
RPT. For the objective of this paper, it is necessary to apply the ODD dispatching rule because the
objective of this dispatching rule is to achieve the on-time delivery.
As performance measures to estimate dispatching rule, the flow factor for production lots is
determined as 1.39. Although a low flow factor makes little or no variation in equipment availability, it
can show the problem caused by dedication. The FAB model was simulated for six months except for
first four months because this period represented the warm-up period. To show the effectiveness of the
proposed dispatching rule, we took into account percentage of on-time delivery rate, throughput, variance
utilization of photo machines, and average utilization of photo machines. For convenience, if Due date
control algorithm is applied to the proposed dispatching rule, we refer to it as ‘Proposed rule (DDC)’. The
same is true for the case of Load balance algorithm (LB).

Figure 2: Percentage of on-time delivery.
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Figure 3: Amount of throughput.

Figure 2, 3, 4 and 5 shows the performance measures for the objectives of proposed dispatching rule.
The results provide the effectiveness of the dedication constraint and it was applied to only first two
dispatching rules. When the simulation was conducted with no dedication constraint, the proposed
dispatching rule show that on-time delivery rate and throughput also are improved except for variance and
average of photo machines utilization. This results indicate that there is a no difference in the
performance of photo machines without dedication constraint between the two cases ODD and Proposed
rule (DDC). It could identify the problem of photo machines caused by dedication constraint.

Figure 4: Variance of photo machine utilization.
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Figure 5: Average of photo machine utilization.
Under the dedication constraint, Figure 4 and 5 shows that the proposed dispatching rule was superior
to the other dispatching rules with respect to the load balancing of photo machines. The results indicated
it was important to achieve the production target for high performance of the FAB. Additionally, with
dedication constraint, it also was important to achieve the load balance for the photo machines. As the
load balance is improve, on-time delivery and throughput also are improved in the all results. Moreover,
the proposed dispatching rule guarantees the maximum on-time delivery, throughput, load balance of
photo machines and utilization of photo machines.
4

SUMMARY

To survive in the modern wafer FAB, it is important to manage the complex manufacturing processes
to be appropriately scheduled to make semiconductor companies more competitive. To be successful in
the globalized competition, it is necessary to improve throughput of production system as well as on-time
delivery. To maximize these objectives, the most semiconductor manufacturers have applied the concept
of production target which is the quantity of production to be achieved for each day, it can be estimated
using the wafer due date information of orders based on backward planning. Most of FABs have natural
bias that significantly affects the quality of products caused by the alignment of patterns between different
photo machines. The natural bias has a negative effect on the yield of products, also.
In this paper, we proposed the two boundary based dispatching rule for on-time delivery rate and
throughput in wafer FAB with dedication constraint. To simulate the proposed dispatching rule, we used
the commercial software MOZART® developed by VMS solutions and the FAB model constructed by
using MIMAC dataset 6. The FAB model was modified to reflect the nature of the real modern FAB.
Simulation results showed clear advantages of the proposed dispatching rule over the other dispatching
rules, and that it is important to identify an appropriate dedication machine for products.
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